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TL;DR�

Wildcard is a blockchain-based, play-to-earn game, leveraging web3 technology to
create an open platform for gaming competition and content creation. It uses a
unique token system and NFTs for
value distribution and aims to deliver
an engaging and inclusive experience
for players and spectators alike.

NETWORK�

Polygon

ABOUT�

Wildcard is a web3 gaming platform
created by The Wildcard Alliance,
developers of successful franchises
like Age of Empires and Words With
Friends. The game aims to
revolutionize the gaming industry by
integrating competitive gaming with
content creation, directly engaging
fans, and enabling community
ownership of the gaming ecosystem.

GAMEPLAY MECHANICS�

Wildcard is a PvP strategic action game with collectible elements. Players collect
and build decks of cards that summon powerful creature companions, then fight
alongside their summons in dynamic arenas.
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https://twitter.com/PlayWildcard
https://www.instagram.com/playwildcard/
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https://www.twitch.tv/playwildcard
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GAME TYPE�

PvP, Strategy-Action Arena Battler, Collectible TCG Meta

QUALITY�

High-quality, AAA game developed by seasoned creators of successful franchises.
Wildcard offers a unique blend of different game genres, appealing to a broad
range of gamers.

TARGET AUDIENCE�

Gamers, content creators, competitive players, fans of strategy action games, and
collectible card games.
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ANON TEAM�

No, the team is fully doxxed.

USE CASE OF TOKEN�

Tokens are used as a reward and incentive mechanism within the Wildcard Leagues
platform. They are designed to distribute the value generated by the competitive
economy to the players, owners, managers, proprietors, and other talent who
support and engage with the platform.

TOKENOMICS�

Details on tokenomics to be determined.

GUILD ORIENTED�

The platform promotes community organization and allows guilds to build thriving
businesses on top of the Wildcard platform.

NFTS?

Yes

TYPES OF NFT?

Genesis Wildpass

NFT USE CASE?

Genesis Wildpass provides exclusive opportunities and access to the Wildcard
Universe. It's a type of VIP pass granting special privileges within the game.
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ENTRY BARRIERS�

No specific entry barriers have been provided, but a typical barrier may include the
need to purchase NFTs or tokens to participate fully in the game. Acquisition of
Genesis WildPasses for exclusive content might pose an entry barrier for some.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY�

Wildcard is a groundbreaking project that aims to combine the excitement of
competitive gaming with the potential of blockchain technology. By creating a
platform where players, content creators, and fans can directly interact and share in
the value they generate, Wildcard seeks to redefine what a gaming platform can be.
With its focus on quality gaming and inclusivity, it has the potential to revolutionize
the industry and create a new standard for future gaming platforms.
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